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"I do NOT cliam that I am Sahib-e-Ilham or Sahib-e-Wahee.Yes, I have communicated with my 

Benevolent Gracious Al-knowing and Almighty GOD but I do NOT know what is the proper name for

those kind of communications."

 All-Knowing  Gracious  Benevolent 

 Almighty God 
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 communications  communications 







  



  














































"2- I am adequately aware of that ILHAAM and I KNOW about that Claim...............3- I understand and 

believe that Khalifa-tul-Masih Saani was One of many Musleh-e-Mauds."
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"He was examined very thoroughly by top experts in Zurich,Hamburg and London with such assistan- 

ce as could be drawn from X-ray impressions,etc., and the unanimous conclusion was that the point of

the knife had broken at the jugular vein and was embedded in it.The expert advice was that no attem- 

pt should be made to extricate it as the risk to his life involved in any such operation was too serious   

to be worth taking."(Ahmadiyyat,the renaissance of Islam-page No 332  / Tabshir Publications/1978) 



























  

 









  



  

  



 










 

 



 



  

    

   

  

  

 

  

   




















































"At the same time, I also believe that there were many more (thousands may be more) of others  

Musleh-Mauds at that time of his life."

















"There are many Musleh-Mauds right now all over the words.It is because the word "Musleh" only only 

only means the one who has been corrected of his errors or in a similar sense "reformed".The word

"Maud" only means "as promised" or "the one that was promised".Please, understand that MY Allah

 has promised  to  correct the actions of all those who believe in him (Yusleh Lakum Aamal-o-kum) 

and obey his commandments.I wish I could write in Urdu then it would have been very easy to explain   

.Unfortunately the term "Musleh" is grossly mistaken as if it means the one who corrects the wrongs of 

others. Or as if it be a person who is  appointed by GOD on exceptional designation of NABI OR 





RASOOL.This subject needs more elaboration and perhaps some examples."
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 reformer 





 



 







 

  

   









    

 







  



































 

 

  





 













  



 








 










 









 

 



 

 





"I had simply requested your Honour, that I want to confirm from you, How and in what form the Almi-  

GHTY ALLAH communicated to your Honour that you are the Musleh- Maud. I just want to know the 

"words"or depiction of the words of that revelation that my GOD may have used to communicate with 

your Honour. I have no doubt about the existence of that communication,I just want to see, read and 

analyze that communication (words, dream or vision), myself. Kindly, write the exact words of the

Wahee, that lead you to believe that you are the promised REFORMER "Musleh-Maud".It is difficult 

for me to check all those books and letters. Will you please, deliver those words of GOD to the person

who requests you in the name of GOD"
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 Sir Isaac Newton1643-1727 

(Memories  William Stukeley  normal 

 of Sir Isaac Newton's life)

"When formerly, the notion of gravitation came into his mind. It was occasioned by the fall of an apple,

as he sat in contemplative mood.Why should that apple always descend perpendicularly to the ground 

,thought he to himself.Why should it not go sideways or upward ,but constantly to the Earth's center."





 Michael White 

"Newton himself often told that story that he was inspired to formulate his theory of gravitation by 





watching the fall of an apple from a tree."(White,Michael(1997).Isaac Newton:The Last Sorcerer.p.86)  





















"4-I have read 8 (Eight) letters which are available on your website. I have NOT read any on the 

BOOKS because, I want to see or read and analyze the "words of GOD" or the understand your 

visions or dreams."
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political  fifth year 

 Socrates  thought

Virtue is Knowledge  Aristotle  Plato 
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 subject  Talent club of ahmadiyya students 

 topic 



 virtue is knowlrdge 

 theory knowledge  ethical theory 





















   
 

  

 


 

  









 Brain wash  great  powerful 

 chip 







 
 

   

 "Virtue is God" 
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 Virtue is Knowledge 







 theory of knowledge  ethical theory 
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 Virtue d  Supreme Ultimate Universal Truth 
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 Virtue is God 
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"Now, I know that you have mentioned your sacred dream, in your letter  but I know that there was 

some specifie understanding that must have been received along with that dream.  That was my real 

concern.  It is my concern even now."
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 "Virtue is God" 

 generalization 









     








    



    







    







 



 





















    

     









 

 

   

    

 



  


 











 "Virtue is God" 





   

   

 "Virtue is God"  
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"What caused you to believe that you are the ONLY Musleh-Maud ?"
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"Please, Note that if you failed in responding this e-mail then you will NOT be able to say before the 

ALMIGHTY ALLAH, that NO ONE offeredd any help to you.  Now, it will be your own unjust and unfair

stubborness that has deprived you from being rescued........Would you please, demonstrate your faith 

and love by permitting me to help you in your situation.........Sincerely,  Mohammad Aslam Chaudhry." 







 













"I know nothing but what Almighty God wished me to know" 
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Honourable Abdul Ghaffar Janbah sahib;   

Assalam-O-Alaikum Wa Rahmatullah-e Wa Barakatohu 

   

I have received your detailed response to my E-Mails.  Due to 
the extra-ordinary length of your presentation, I shall need more time 
to respond to this E-mail.   

   

I must confess that your Honour has truly demonstrated exceptional 
and superior level of your intellegence, knowledge, research and 
appropriate refereces.  A famous part of that (pesheen-goyee) is that 
"Woh Balaa ka Zaheen aur Faheem Ho-gaa" is definitely applicable in 
your case.    

   

I have an obligation to express my views with absolute Respect, Truth 
and Love.  It is now clear to me that your Honour does have ample 
capacity, talent and capability to understand the meanings of different 
terms and words used in the Holy Qura'an.    

   

I shall have to write a detailed letter to your attention.  I hope to finish 
my writing in few weeks.  Please, wait for my reply.  This E-Mail is 
only to inform you that GOD Willing ( Inshaw- Allah) I shall send a 
detailed response in near future.    

   

Sincerely,  

   

Mohammad Aslam Chaudhry   
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